PROFESSIONAL application of vegetation control materials is an exact business that requires as much on-the-job training and experience as many of the established trades. You just can't put a spray gun in the hands of an inexperienced man. That's why applicators are licensed and tough Federal laws are enacted.

There's good reason to be careful. Modern herbicides are designed to fit specific problem situations much like the way in which modern medicines are prescribed for a specific illness. The wrong compound can have disastrous results. Application techniques are critical, too. The professional applicator must take into account as many as a dozen factors before he squeezes the trigger or flips the lever. Wind velocity, volatility, drift, weed species, coverage, wand and arm movement and a host of others must all be clearly understood. New techniques and new application equipment are helping the applicator minimize the chance for error, however. One of these is foam.

Foam revolutionized the shaving industry. Foam makes it possible to land crippled aircraft on runways with minimum loss of life. Foam is used throughout the fire-fighting industry. And now foam has entered the industrial herbicide market in a big way. At least a half-dozen major manufacturers currently make equipment or associated products designed to help the applicator stay on target.

Perhaps the biggest problem in application is drift. Foam, for the most part, makes this problem small. The applicator must still be careful, no question about it. But the chances of injury to desirable vegetation are certainly reduced.

This handgun is equipped with an air emulsion nozzle. Note compactness of unit.

One of the newer foam systems is Accutrol. (See WTT April 1972) —Without the need of an auxiliary foam generator, dual holding tanks, or other special apparatus, this system boasts impressive control at reduced application costs.

The secret of the system is in the nozzle. Simple in design yet effective, nozzles fits standard sprayers. In about as much time as it takes to fill the tank with water, you can gear up to put down milky-white droplets of air emulsion that have little or no tendency to float in the air. That's right, air emulsion. You've heard about invert emulsions where oil surrounds water droplets. This is air emulsion where air and water mix to form foam or something closely resembling foam. All this takes place about six inches away from the gun handle—right in the nozzle.

Inside the nozzle things are quite simple. There's a flow control disc which does just what it says; the foam generator and the nozzle tip to control the spray pattern. The flow control disc and the foam generator work together to increase or (continued on page 58)
One Accutrol nozzle attached to a boom sprays a band of chemical 12-15 in width. Truck will soon be equipped with three nozzles for broadcast spray jobs. At right, Smith stands on hillside cleared of Black Locust with treatment of Banvel-4S.
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is in coverage. Because the spray that comes from the nozzle is white in color, it's easy to see what you've sprayed. A trained applicator can "eyeball" where he's been. Surprisingly, many applicators report better coverage with less chemical. That's what happened to Smith.

"The first time we used the air emulsion system we ended up applying a lot less solution than we had intended," he says. "We were spraying Banvel and 2,4-D at relatively low rates on honeysuckle, trumpet creeper (vine), dewberry and other vines. I figured we needed 150 gallons of mix to handle the job, but when we finished we had applied only about 30 gallons. It was a hand job, and we judged coverage by the 'eyeball' method. It looked good to us as we applied the chemicals, so we decided to wait and see what would happen.

"In three or four days," he continued, "we could see we'd achieved just about complete control."

Smith explains that the adjuvant in the air emulsion sticks the mixture to the leaves—there's practically no runoff.

Is foam just a passing fancy which like air bubbles pop after a time? We think not. Foam has a definite and growing place in the Green Industry. Commercial applicators are finding that anything that makes the job more precise, anything that makes for better control and anything that enhances weed control management will increase their reputation as industry professionals.

Smith adds Banvel-4S to tank to control seedling Black Locust. Note that he's wearing gloves and hardhat.

Air emulsion system from the driver's seat. Close-up of Accutrol V-type nozzle. This nozzle tip can spray a stream up to 80 ft.

**the super-natural organic fertilizer!**

What do we add to Milorganite? Nothing!

Everything's already there — naturally!
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